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EVOLUTIONARY ECONOMICS (II) 
 

1. Did Economics grasp the evolutionary path? 

As we have seen in the immediately previous intervention under this rubric, there are sufficient reasons 
(just regarding the fundamentals of Economics) to move it towards the evolutionary philosophy, 
epistemology, and methodology. The question that can be put here is: Economics has already started on 
the evolutionary road? The short answer is: not yet. A longer one must, however, take into consideration 
some interesting and productive essays. In a coarse way, I would say there are two categories of 
approaching the matter: 1) from the Biology perspective (see, for example, R. Nelson and S. Winter), and 
2) from the institutionalism perspective (see, for example, G. Hodgson). By now, the two distinct roads 
have walked independently, although some allusions were made from every approach to the another. In 
my opinion, this beginning must be kept. I’m not sure a mix between them could be productive, based on 
a possible and expected synergy. Rather, I would say these two roots should be considered as basic 
suggestions, but a reconstruction of Economics on the evolutionary road requires a revisiting of the social 
nature of Economics, as Praxeology. It is not necessary to analogically import the concepts or mechanisms 
from Biology, or from the institutionalism, because the economic activity is neither a natural issue, nor a 
practical one, but a praxeological activity (NB: Biology is assigned to theoretical activity – object-object 
relationship); institutionalism is assigned to practical activity – subject-subject relationship; Economics is 
assigned to praxeological activity – subject-object relationship). So, I think a research program (according 
to Lakatos’s suggestion) is required in order to reconstruct Economics as an evolutionary praxeology (so 
rescuing von Mises's suggestions in the matter, but socially wrapped). Why not the Romanian school of 
Economics wouldn’t try to put a brick on such a philosophical construction? 

2. Development and evolution 

The conceptual confusions economists (but not they only) do among basic concepts as growth, 
development, evolution, progress and so on, are not anymore surprises by a long time. I have discussed 
these semantic and pragmatic issues another time. From the perspective of evolutionary Economics, I 
would now say the followings: 

• economic development is the structural effect of the economic growth or economic degrowth (a 
species of the universal principle of qualitative – i.e., structural – leap caused by quantitative 
accumulation); 

• so, the development is, in its turn, a species of evolution (NB: by evolution must be understood 
a qualitative alteration of the identity, analogously with understanding growth as a quantitative 
alteration of the identity), more exactly, an evolution by growth (or, equally, by degrowth); 

• as a result, any quantitative alteration of the economic process/system has evolutionary impact; 
of course, the endogeneous vs. exogeneous factors of quantitative alteration can be discussed 
(otherwise, they were been largely debated by long time), but essentially here is the fact the 
economic process/system is necessarily „endowed” with evolutionary principles; 

• although any development is an evolution, not any evolution is simple development – there are 
other two kinds of evolution different from development: transformation, that is, evolution 
based on purposes, and progress, that is, evolution based on values; 
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• in conclusion, the relationships between development and evolution in the economic field has 
the highest level of economic evolution in which the social teleology is not yet working (the 
individual teleology is working only, through the invisible hand). 

3. What should an evolutionary Economics be interested about? 

Of course, any evolutionary approach must identify, describe and justify the two components of any 
evolutionary process: a) the replicator which suffer the mutation; b) the selection mechanism of the 
mutation. I want to specify here only some features which Economics possess and which, in turn, require 
a high attention in designing the Evolutionary Economics as a social discipline (not as a positive one): 

• regarding the replicator, there is not yet a serious proposal by now (the concept of routine, 
suggested by Nelson and Winter seems to be too particular); 

• regarding the mutation, there is a difference from the Biology: while in Biology the mutation has 
a random character, in the economic field (so, in Economics) it shares the random character with 
the deliberative one, because the economic objects (events, processes, phenomena, 
relationships) are caused in a conscient way, based on values, purposes and schemes of 
cooperation/competition; 

• regarding the selection mechanism, it is not anymore independent from the selection object, as 
in Biology. The institutions, generally the culture, the intellectual projects have strong impact on 
the mechanism of selecting the mutations; 

• based on the previous idea, the cumulative character of the selection must be also amended in 
the economic field: the leaps, especially by norming, are possible and, in fact, they are frequently 
enough.  

4. Is Economics qua Economics evolutionary? 

Categorically, yes. In fact, the general economic phenomenon is interfered both by biological phenomenon 
(the presence of human beings as well as of the vivid nature) and by the purposeness/goalness 
phenomenon (the values, purposes, behavioural norms, etc.). Both „ingredients” have evolutionary 
features which are so undeniable that it's of a great perplexity the fundamentalist positivism which 
Economics adhered to. So, Economics cannot be than evolutionary. After a philosophical reconstruction 
of Economics in such a way, the next step is to adopt the appropriate methodology: I think the topology 
(more exact, a praxeological topology, originated in the basic algebraic topology) could be the best choice 
in the matter. Probably, such a methodology, which should already create its own techniques and tools 
(including the quantitative ones, of course) could lead to reject the probabilities from economic modelling 
and theorizing. An evolutionary Economics should be a theory focused rather on relationships, 
configurations, degrees, thresholds, auto-poiesis and so on, than on numerical quantifications of the 
results of economic behaviour – more exactly, it should focus rather on economic behaviour changing, 
than on economic results changing, as today.  

Pushing more on the conceptual nuances among development, transformations, and progress as species 
of evolution, I would say finally that an evolutionary Economics can be „defined” as: the theory of getting 
the humans progress by economic transformations – that is, getting the values by achieving the economic 
purposes. 


